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UCF researchers look for genetic clues
UCF's Molecular Biology and
Microbiology faculty are
working in genetic research,
making major contributions.

I

n life, single cells are the basis of everything
from man, to his sustenance, to diseases that
torment and kill him. UCF's Molecular Biology
and Microbiology faculty is focused on this microscopic world to foster hope in the face of devastators like cancer, malaria, spinal cord injury, neurological disorders, tuberculosis and Crohn's disease.
UCF is even putting a new face on tobacco as a
medium to produce insulin and vaccines and as a
source of a new plastic.
"Advances in technology have opened new
windows in biomedical research and have allowed
us to detect and measure things we haven't been
able to in the past... To unfold the mysteries of life
— the molecular basis of life processes," says
Associate Dean Robert Gennaro, of the College of
Health and Public Affairs. "It all goes back to
DNA."

Please see BIOTECHNOLOGY, page 7

Jacque Brund

During the President's Excellence Breakfast last week, M.J. Soileau, vice
president for Research, described some of the advances that UCF has
already made in the field of biotechnology.

Chancellor defends Board of Regents Computer whiz first
The chancellor called on the
Legislature to conduct an
in-depth discussion before
modifying the educational
governing structure.

H

ouse and Senate proposals include the
elimination of the Board of Regents, the
state's governing board for the 10 public
universities that has existed since 1905.
In a statement, Chancellor Adam Herbert said
BOR accomplishments of the last decade provide
ample evidence for its continuation, not its elimination.
"We must not destroy a vital engine that is
currently one of Florida's strongest, most significant assets," Herbert said, adding that he welcomes
the opportunity for further discussion on the future
of Florida's school systems.
The text of Herbert's statement follows.
"Over the next four weeks the Florida Legislature has decided to consider proposed legislation
related to the governance structure for public
education. Every Floridian wants its government
leaders to identify and address critical statewide

problems after thoughtful consideration of the
challenges to be addressed and the alternatives
available to meet them.
"This legislative discussion regarding the
governance of public education will occur over a
very short time frame with 'extremely' limited
opportunity for public input or debate. There is
little time for the Legislature to receive feedback
from public school leaders, university and community college presidents or members of both the
Board of Regents and the Community College
Board. Of greatest significance, the potential for
debate informed by discussion, accurate data, and
expert testimony regarding the major changes
being proposed has been severely curtailed.
"In short, although few issues over the past
three decades have been more important, input on
and thoughtful consideration of this significant
legislation has been extremely limited as it proceeds through the legislative process.
"The significance, scope and dramatic changes
accompanying this educational governance
legislation are best illustrated by the impact on the
State University System. The two bills under
consideration propose the elimination of the Board
of Regents, the creation of individual campus
Boards of Trustees and the reduction of current

Please see CHANCELLOR, page 7

UCF student to win
top national award
Computer science student
Raymond Smith chosen as
a Goldwater Scholar.

A

former high school track star and
computer whiz at UCF is one of 309
college students from across the country
to win a 2000-2001 Goldwater Scholarship, the
nation's premier award to undergraduates
concentrating in mathematics, the natural
sciences or engineering.
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and
Excellence in Education Foundation announced
that Raymond (Paul) Smith, 20, a junior majoring
in computer science and a member of UCF's
Honors College, has been tapped as a Goldwater
Scholar in competition among 1,176 applicants
who were nominated by the faculties of colleges
and universities nationwide. Smith's one-year
scholarship will cover the cost of tuition, fees,

Please see WHIZ, page 3
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Memos
To: Provost, vice presidents, deans, directors, chairs
From: William Merck, Administration and Finance
Subject Certifications forward, travel and processing
deadlines
The following restrictions apply to E&G funds only,
and not to C&G, auxiliary, or local funds.
In recent years, we have been authorized to "certify
forward" certain purchases that have not been received
or paid by lune 30. This permitted those purchases to be
paid from the prior year's budget even though they were
received in the subsequent fiscal year We once again
expect to be able to use this mechanism for purchases
that are not received or paid by June 30. However, there
is always the risk that "certified forward" transactions
will not be authorized by the State Comptroller and I
encourage you to complete all transactions using current
year funds well before June 30.
Please note the following critical dates as you plan
for remaining expenditures this year:
1. Purchases that require bidding should be submitted to the Purchasing Department no later than May 1.
Requisitions for bids received after that date will be
returned for processing in the 2000-2001 fiscal year.
2. Purchases that do not require bidding must be
processed to the Purchasing Department no later than
June 1. Purchase requisitions received after that date, or
purchases requiring delivery dates after June 30, will be
returned. There are already some state contract vendors
who will be unable to guarantee deliveries by June 30.
Please check with the Purchasing Department to determine if a problem of slow delivery may occur and
complete paperwork before June 30.
3. We will continue to process internal purchases
(Computer Store, Office Supply) and Limited Purchase
Orders (LPO's) until June 16. However, you must be sure
that adequate funds exist in the account and that payment authorizations and transactions can be completed
by June 30.

Village people

On a related matter, please be aware that travel must
be completed by midnight June 30, in order to be paid
from the current year funds. Travel completed after June
30 will automatically be paid from the 2000-2001 budgets.
Please review the accounts under your control and
work toward meeting the above deadlines. The Purchasing Department (823-2661) and Finance and Accounting
(384-2000) will assist in meeting these deadlines and
processing your requests. Please call either office as
needed. Your help in meeting these deadlines will be
greatly appreciated.
To: Faculty and staff members
From: John Hitt, president
Subject: United Arts Workforce Campaign
I am proud of the leadership role that University of
Central Florida takes in supporting important community causes. Because we believe strongly in community
partnerships, we created the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare
Festival in 1989 and became a trustee of the United Arts
of Central Florida.
For the second year, UCF is inviting United Arts to
request support through payroll deduction, charge cards,
checks, or cash. The solicitation is an efficient way for
United Arts to seek contributions for the major arts and
cultural programs it supports in our area. As further
evidence of the important role that UCF's own arts
programs play, we have included the UCF art, music,
and theatre programs in the appeal.
A United Arts brochure and pledge form has been
mailed to you. As you know, we limit the number of
appeals made to UCF faculty and staff each year, but I
feel strongly that the United Arts Workforce Campaign
enhances our opportunity to contribute to meaningful
causes.
Please join me in supporting UCF's Workforce
Campaign for the Arts. You can be sure that your gift will
make a difference in the central Florida community and
will enhance the quality of life that we have all come to
enjoy.
To receive information, contact Edna Rolle in the
College of Arts and Sciences at 823-0119.

Jacque Brund

UCF officials and representatives from the architectural firm and the construction manager were on hand for the ground breaking of a 1,600-bed, $64 million
student village, the largest construction project ever launched by the university.

Get benefits from Alumni
You do not have to be a graduate of UCF to
become a member of one of the premier alumni
associations in the country. For only $25 per year
for an individual or $40 per year for a joint
membership, you can join the UCF Alumni
Association and belong to the ranks of almost
10,000 others across the country and in many
parts of the world who carry their gold UCF
Alumni Association membership card. Receive
over 50 benefits, including discounts on restaurants, hotels, car rentals, UCF merchandise and
more; a yearly subscription to Pegasus, the
alumni magazine; invites to AlumKnight Out
parties; invites to Networking Knights events;
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community service projects and group travel
opportunities.
Join on or before April 30 and you'll be
entered into a drawing to win two round-trip
airline tickets (to go anywhere in the continental
U.S. where AirTran flies). For every friend,
family member or co-worker you get to join,
you'll get an additional chance to win and
they'll be entered into the contest as well.
For information or another application visit
our Web site at www.ucfalumni.com or call 407UCF-ALUM or e-mail gert@mail.ucf.edu or visit
the Administration Building, room 340.

A creative
approach
to teaching
Potatoes and pigs might seem as out of
place in an institution of higher learning as a
poetry reading in a barnyard. But in the hands
of an imaginative educator, a spud and a
swine can be amazing teaching tools.
How appropriate that the same week our
university honored its best and brightest
during Founders' Day, two events took place
on campus that celebrated creative teaching
and the pure joy of learning. One involved
freshmen slinging, launching, shooting and
floating potatoes across the Olympic-sized
swimming pool behind the Recreation Services Building. The other concerned students
finding and digging u p pig bones.
To test freshmen, engineering professor
Ron Eaglin challenged several engineering
design classes to figure out ways to transport a
potato across something like 75 feet of water.
To make the project even more difficult,
other students armed with squirt guns had
orders to sink all the spuds they could. Few
potato casualties were reported, and the
students taking part in the exercise were
treated to a lesson in ingenuity.
For her class, forensic science professor
Tosha Dupras dressed two deceased pigs in
clothing and buried them in shallow graves
last summer. This
spring, the mock serial C jff\ ¥Y\
killer responsible for
the untimely deaths
t Fl A I I / O F V
began sending clues to
J
Dupras'students,
tOlA/AT
l u
teasing them to find the
" c l
"bodies" of his victims.
Last week, all the clues were put together and
the pigs' carcasses were uncovered. The
"crime scene" was roped off with yellow
police tape while Dupras' students collected
evidence and dealt with the press.
H o w wonderful that we have teachers at
this university who are able to turn the art of
teaching into masterpieces. By moving the
learning environment out of the classroom,
both Eaglin and Dupras gave students handson lessons they'll never forget. H o w refreshing
that we have teachers who are smart enough,
creative enough, brave enough to try something out of the norm.
Of course, Eaglin and Dupras aren't the
only UCF professors putting a new spin on
old subjects. For years, many of our professors
have been treating students to class projects
that are challenging, interesting and relevant.
And that's terrific. What can be better than to
make learning exciting?
— David Finnerty
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Short
Takes
Sign-ups for
basketball camp
Golden Knights Girls Basketball Camps will be
held on June 12-15, for grades 4-8 at 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Campers must bring their own lunches. Also, an
overnight Team Camp will be held on June 16-18.
All high school squads welcome. All camps will be
held in the UCF Arena. Contact Karole Morrison in
the women's basketball office for information and a
camp brochure at 823-5805.

Weekend swim
classes offered
Recreational Services will offer swimming
classes on every Saturday from 9 a.m.-noon
through May 13 at the UCF pool. Cost is $35 for
students and Recreation Members, and $55 for the
outside community. Other sessions will be on June
5-16, June 19-30 and July 10-21. Levels 1-7 and
adult classes will be offered. Sign-up for classes at
the Recreational Services equipment room located
by the pool, or call 823-2391 or contact Debbie
Madison at dmadison@mail.ucf.edu for information.

UCF, Disney partner with
graduate biology program
Graduate Studies offers a
new certificate program in
one of the fastest growing
professions in the natural
sciences with Disney's
Animal Kingdom.
UCF and Walt Disney World's Animal Kingdom
have paired u p to offer a graduate certificate program
in conservation biology, an emerging field that deals
with issues ranging from protection of urban parks
and wildlife to the captive breeding and care of animals for display and education.
"Conservation biology has become one of the
fastest growing professions in the natural sciences,"
says David Kuhn, graduate coordinator for the UCF
Biology Department. "However, its application to

solving real-v/orld problems is just beginning."
The 15-hour program can be completed in four
semesters, including a summer, and targets individuals already working in conservation biology
fields. At least one course will be offered at Disney's
Animal Kingdom. It will stress research methods

for studying animal behavior, applied conservation
biology and reproductive management in zoological environments.
"The scientific staff at Disney's Animal Kingdom is highly professional, including well-trained
Ph.D.s who have significant experience and ongoing research in conservation topics," says Kuhn.
"They gain from association with a research university, and the students gain from access to the park's
unique facilities and expertise."
Applications are being accepted for the summer of 2000.
Kuhn expects that some of the students will
come from the Animal Kingdom staff, but the
course should also interest biologists, educators
and environmentalists from all over the area. "We
will attract students from a variety of disciplines,"
says Kuhn, "and the program will provide a new
type of professional who can deal with conservation issues in private and public enterprises."
Besides captive breeding, and park and wildlife
protection, conservation biologists also tackle such
issues as protection of endangered native and nonnative plant species, elimination of invasive exotic
species, and reclamation of damaged landscapes.
— Jerry Klein and Dean McFall

Study in Israel
for UCF credit
Judaic Studies has announced a Study in Israel
Program, co-sponsored with the Honors College,
the Office of International Studies and the Liberal
Studies Program. Students will be able to enroll in
Israeli universities for a semester, a year, or summer program, and transfer credits to their respective departments. Moshe Pelli, director for Judaic
Studies, has recently visited various schools and
programs for overseas students at major Israeli
universities and met with their respective rectors
and directors. Students will get counseling from the
Judaic Studies Program and the Office of International Studies. For information and a brochure, call
Judaic Studies office at 823-5129 or write to Judaic
Studies Program, Office of Interdisciplinary Studies, College of Arts and Sciences, Orlando, Florida
32816-1992.

Pig Dig

Recreational
camps for kids

Right, Tosha Dupras, forensic anthropology professor, guides her students
through a mock crime scene discovery. Dupras buried two pig carcasses
wrapped in women's clothing last year in a remote section of woods at UCF.
The students recently processed the area for clues, collected evidence from
the scene of the "crime," and learned to deal with the press.

The Creative School will sponsor two summer
camps during Summer B term from June 29-July 18.
The Primary Camp is for children who have
completed kindergarten through third grade. The
Junior Camp will service children who have
completed fourth and fifth grades. This is a recreational camp providing daily swimming, arts and
crafts, and field and table games. The program also
provides weekly visitors, field trips and movie/
pizza parties. For information, call 823-2726.

Looking for story ideas
Are you a collector of the strange,
unusual or interesting?
If so, e-mail us at
jgriggs @ pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
or call 823-2506.
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WHIZ, continued from page 1
books, and room and
board up to a maximum
of $7,500 in his senior
year.
Smith is the first UCF
recipient of the Goldwater
Scholarship.
One of 12 Goldwater
Scholarship winners from
Florida this year, Smith,
who sports a perfect 4.0
grade point average,
intends to eventually earn
a Ph.D. in computer
science and pursue
research. He is a 1997 graduate of Titusville High

School and the son of Titusville residents Bill and
Linda Smith. While in secondary school, Smith
represented his high school in the 400-meter dash at
the Horida State High School track meet.
Last summer, Smith participated in the Research Experience for Undergraduates program of
the National Science Foundation. In the field of
computer science, his interests span language
theory, system software and artificial intelligence.
When he's not involved in campus community
service and volunteer activities, Smith trains for
marathons.
The Goldwater Foundation, named in honor of
the late Arizona senator, is supported by a U.S.
Treasury trust fund, which provides funding for
awards and administrative expenses.
— Dean McFall
PAGE 3

Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
College of Arts and Science
•George Bagley
(School of Communication)
•Rosalind Beiler (History)
•David Brunner (Music)
•Kristin Congdon (Art)
•Fred Fedler (School of Communication)
•Houman Sadri (Political Science)
•Linda Walters (Biology)
•Alvin Wang (Psychology)
College of Business Administration
•Naval Modani (Finance)
•Ronald Pimentel (Marketing)
•Kenneth White (Economics)
College of Education
•Jeffrey Kaplan (Educational Foundations)
•Enrique Ortiz (Instructional Programs)
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
•Harold Klee (Electrical and Computer
Engineering)
•Bahman Motlagh (Engineering
Technology)
College of Health and Public Affairs
•Cheryl Green (School of Social Work)
•Diane Wink (Nursing)
Exceiience in Graduaie Teaching
College of Arts and Sciences
•Stacey Dunn (Psychology)
College of Business Administration
•Rajshree Agarwal (Economics)
College of Education
•Marcella Kysilka (Educational
Foundations)
College of Engineering and Computer
Science
•Alain Kassab (Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering)
College of Health and Public Affairs
•Raymond Surette (Criminal Justice and
Legal Studies)
School of Optics
•Peter Delfyett (CREOL)
Excellence in Faculty Advising
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
•Jamal Nayfeh (Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering)
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
•William Thompson (Industrial Engineering
and Management Systems)
Excellence in Professional Advising
College of Arts and Sciences
•Judith Boyte (Academic Support and
Information Services — OASIS)
Distinguished Researcher
College of Arts and Sciences
•Judith Hemschemeyer (English)
•Ahmed Zayed (Mathematics)
College of Business Administration
•Kristy Reynolds (Marketing)
College of Education
•William Bozeman (Educational
Leadership)
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
•Amar Mukherjee (Computer Science)
College of Health and Public Affairs
•Cristina Fernandez-Valle (Molecular
Biology and Microbiology)
Institutes and Centers
•William Silfvast (School of Optics, CREOL)
Distinguished Researcher
•William Silfvast (School of Optics,
CREOL)
20-years of service
•Gobind Atmaram (FSEC)
•C. David Cooper (Civil and Environmental
Engineering)
•Joyce Dorner (Health & Public Affairs)
•Sharon Douglass (HIV/AIDS Education
office)
•Thomas Edwards, III (Radiologic
Sciences)
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Founders' Day honors achievers
The highlight of UCF's 12th annual
Founders' Day Honors Convocation,
which was held on Thursday, April 6,
was the first-time presentation of the
Pegasus Professor Award. The charter
winner was education professor Charles
Dziuban. The award was created by
President John Hitt to recognize a
faculty member whose contributions
have been durable and long-reaching.
(See page 6 for an article on the winner.)
The celebration, included the recognition
of faculty and students for outstanding
achievement.
Seven students were presented with
Founders' Awards, plus other students
were recognized for their accomplishments as Founders' Day Scholars,
Honors in the Major Theses, LEAD
Scholars and honor societies members.
Faculty with 20 years of service, 30
years of service, and retired and retiring
were recognized, also.

Jacque Brund

Provost Gary Whitehouse presents
Kristin Congdon, UCF art professor, with an
Excellence in Teaching Award.

And the
winners are...
ndergraduate Teaching
Diane Wink,
associate professor in
the School of Nursing,
enjoys "any part of the
job that involves direct
interaction with students." She helps
students amass the
knowledge and develop
the critical-thinking
skills that they need to
be outstanding professional nurses. Wink
magnifies her impact by
framing thousands of
caregivers.
"I promote independent learning and making
students responsible for their own learning," she
says. "I have two professions. One is nursing, the
other is teaching. I enjoy preparing future nurses."
She is director for the Community Nursing
Center in Apopka. This is one of nine centers, where
students are trained in the field while delivering care
in disadvantaged areas. "It is working well. This is a
partnership, with the nursing students learning how
to use all of that [textbook] knowledge," Wink says.
— Susan Loden

Professional Service
Roberta Gropper
was in the right place,
at the right time. In
1992, she left Washington, D.C., to become
the coordinator of the
bachelor's program
for registered nurses
at the UCF Daytona
Beach campus. She
has worked to make
strong contacts
between UCF and the
community.
"When I first
arrived I was treated so well by UCF and the community, I feel like I have just been doing what is
expected of me, working to see that the students and
the community benefit from our program. In the end,
our students leave here well-prepared. It also helps
that I love what I do."
Gropper is rewarded by the dedication of her
students. "I feel so blessed to be working with the
students."
—Paul Wilson

Graduate Teaching
"I take teaching
very personally. I am
touched, because [this
award] has to do with
teaching. I enjoy watching students learn and
seeing that light bulb go
off as things become
clear," says Alain
Kassab, who has been
an associate professor in
the College of Engineering since 1991.
Seeing students
mature and understand
topics gives Kassab "satisfaction you can't put a price
on," He always has at least a dozen graduate students working directly with him. "I have been
graduate coordinator in the department [Mechanical,
Materials and Aerospace Engineering] for three
years. I take my job seriously and guide all graduate
students and non-thesis students, in the program.
"I involve graduate students in all aspects of
research. My students are co-authors in all of my
papers. I also organize and involve students in
campus conferences. I put them at the forefront of
research and the opportunity to present papers," he
says.
— Susan Loden

Professional Service
Terri Susan Fine
can't say no when it
comes to helping,
especially if those in
need are women,
children or the elderly.
This associate professor
of political science has
been at UCF 11 years.
She hopes her
recognition will encourage other faculty to
become involved.
"Service is an
important part of any
professional mission.
It's part of the university's mission. We have the
expertise to help carry this out," Fine says. "It's
important to recognize where faculty can provide for
some greater good ... to make things better at UCF
and in the community."
In the past year, on campus, Fine has served on
many committees, including the President's Commission on the Status of Women. Outside, she is president for the Florida Political Science Association and
works with community and religious groups, to help
"people get a sense of political consequences of
issues of concern to them."
— Susan Loden
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Faculty Advising
"If they want to be
professionals [engineers], then they need
to start working on that
now. I try to convey a
message of lifelong
learning, that they will
have to keep up," says
William Thompson,
assistant chair for
Industrial Engineering
and Management
Systems.
Thompson works
to make the difficult as
easy as possible. He
was instrumental in creating a degree requirement
checklist and a five-year academic plan for his
department, so students can see for themselves what
they need to take and when.
"Surprises are for birthdays," he says, "not for
graduation. We give them a road map to follow. If a
student gets out of sync, we try to provide a substitute."
Thompson particularly likes to keep track of the
seniors by forcing them to register with him for the
required senior design class. "I see them at the start
of fall and spring. We like to be sure we have a
'finger' on our seniors."
Thompson also believes there is more to life than
classes. "In a way, I'm trying to build a family
[atmosphere] with our students and encourage them
to take only 12 hours a semester so that they have
time for other things besides classes. I like to think
I've had a little input to creating that kind of atmosphere," he says.
One of his special concerns is international
students. "It's been really educational for me. I fry to
be open to them, somebody they can talk to and
come to for help."
Thompson's 23 years of work in the industry and
his recognized teaching skills — he won Excellence
in Undergraduate Teaching in 1990 — particularly
suit him to guiding students to successful careers.
"I try to keep in touch*[with graduates]. Sometimes they call me to ask for advice. They'll say, 'Dr.
T, I have a problem," he adds.
— Joanne Griggs

Distinguished Researcher
Although William
Silfvast has been
recognized nationally
for his work in lasers,
the professor of optics
and physics has
attracted research
dollars from big-time
players in microchip
manufacturing by
turning to another
source of light for the
latest advancement.
Silfvast, as one of
the pioneers in the field
of metal vapor lasers and the discoverer and developer of over 200 new laser sources in over 30 elements, was one of 14 scientists featured in the book
"Laser Pioneer," by Jeff Hecht.
Silfvast believed that there had to be another
way, a less expensive way than lasers, to accomplish
smaller printing on chips.
For more than a decade, Silfvast has been developing a new type of lithography for printing minute
features on microchips. His technique — extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography — allows for a current
to pass through a small circular, ceramic capillary to
emit more light than lasers.
"It's still down the line, seven or eight years. But
eventually, we hope to be able to create images on a
microchip that are as small as 300 atoms in width,"
Silfvast says. "This may be the only source that is
capable of meeting the high throughput demands for
making the high-speed microprocessor chips to be
manufactured after 2008."
— Joanne Griggs
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Faculty Advising
Jamal Nayfeh,
assistant dean for
Academic Affairs in the
College of Engineering
and Computer Science,
not only takes advising
undergraduate students
seriously, but has
worked to encourage
other faculty to do so,
also.
He was instrumental in creating a manual
and held workshops to
help faculty in their
advisement.
As an associate professor and a former associate
chair in the Department of Mechanical, Materials and
Aerospace Engineering, Nayfeh is proud that his
department is possibly the only one that has all
faculty actively involved in advising.
For Nayfeh, advising is a passion. His advisement extends past the usual chores, covering career
advancement and outside activities.
"There are 550 undergraduates, and I have seen a
lot of them. I have an open-door policy, so my phone,
my e-mail, my door — are attacked," he says. "Our
curriculum is most demanding, so it is crucial that
students be advised properly."
Nayfeh says it's all about listening, about making
time for students and forgetting everything else
when they need help.
"I love students and I enjoy very much being
part of the students' design and competitions as the
faculty adviser for the student section of the Society
of Automotive Engineers." That includes out of town
trips, one recently to Kansas.
"It's dear to my heart to see students go through
their schooling. I get more invitations to go to their
graduation ceremonies. That makes it all worthwhile."
Nayfeh is also noted for his development of
UCF's Design and Rapid Prototyping Laboratory and
his work in such fields as rapid prototyping and
reverse-engineerings, H e won the-Excellencein
Research award in 1994
— Joanne Griggs

Professional Advising
If you know Judy
Boyte, you know that
she loves to work with
students. She has been
an adviser here since
1977, and director for
the Office of Academic
Support and Information Services (OASIS), in
the College of Arts and
Sciences, for 13 years.
"Helping students
navigate through the
system and successfully
graduate is the most
rewarding thing I do,"
she says. "Whether it is assisting with waivers,
general education requirements, overrides, etceteras. We are involved in all four years of a student's
college life."
Boyte's dedication is noticed by collogues.
Haven Sweet, associate dean for the College of Arts
and Sciencp" is quick to praise her. "She basically
built this ofii^c iUASIbj from scratch. She's brought
in great people to work with the students and
faculty and has consistently done great work."
Boyte is excited by UCF's development. "I am
glad to see the growth at UCF and to be part of such
a dynamic university. More and more students
come through every year. It's great to see the
diversity."
—Paul Wilson

•Jerry Gardner (Music)
•Ratan Kumar Guha (Computer Science)
•Helen Hill (Business Administration, Office
of Student Support)
•Charles Hughes (Computer Science)
•Robert Lange (Educational Foundations)
•Ralph Llewellyn (Physics)
•Craig Maytrott (FSEC)
•Waltraud Morales (Political Science)
•Faissal Moslehy (Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering)
•Samuel Richie (Electrical and Computer
Engineering)
•Linda Savage (Accounting)
•Jose Sepulveda (Industrial Engineering
and Management Systems)
•Ron Smith (Communication)
•LeVester Tubbs (Instructional Programs)
30 years of service
•Joby Anthony (Mathematics)
•Christian Bauer, Jr. (Electrical and
Computer Engineering)
•Robert Brigham (Mathematics)
•John DiPierro (Foreign Languages and
Literatures)
•Jerome Donnelly (English)
•Charles Dziuban (Educational Foundations)
•Randy Fisher (Psychology)
•Walter Gaudnek (Art)
•Gerald Gergley (Human Services and
Wellness)
•David Gurney (insifuctionai Programs)
•Edmund Kallina, Jr. (History)
•Husain Kassim (Philosophy)
•David Kuhn (Biology)
•Brooks Madsen (Chemistry)
•Mike Meeske (Communication)
•Mary Palmer (Instructional Programs)
•Ronald Phillips (Electrical and Computer
Engineering)
•Frank Salzmann (Mathematics)
•Gerald Schiffhorst (English)
•Finley Taylor (Foreign Languages and
Literatures)
•K. Phillip Taylor (Communication)
•Marty Wanielista (Civil and Environmental
Engineering)
Recently Retired and Retiring Faculty
•Burton Eno (Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering)
•Peter Gillett (Marketing)
•Halsey Jones (Management)
•Robert Martin (Instructional Programs)
•A. Louis Medin (Institute of Simulation and
Training)
•John O'Hara (Communication)
•Thomas Phillips (Accounting)
•John Powell (Exceptional and Physical
Education)
•C. Peter Rautenstrauch (Mathematics)
•Brian Rungeling (Economics)
•Howard Sherwood (Mathematics)
•William Silfvast (CREOL)
Outstanding Thesis AwardsStudents
First Place
•Brian Fuehrlein
Second Place
•Michelle Eddleman
Third Place
•Christina Renee Kapp
Founders Awards Students
•Dorothy Byron
•Teresa Lamar
•Clara Rivero
•Ralph Salzman
•Adrienne McElroy
•David Diel
•Jennifer White
Excellence in Professional Service
•Terri Susan Fine (Political Science)
•Roberta Gropper (Nursing)
The Pegasus Professor
2000-2001
•Charles Dziuban (Education)
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Longtime education professor wins
first-ever Pegasus Professor award

C

harles
Dziuban,
director for
Research Initiative for
Teaching Effectiveness,
is the charter winner of
the Pegasus Professor
Award. Dziuban, a
UCF employee for 30
years, has also served
as director for Distributed Learning Impact
Evaluation. He was
founding director for
the Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning.
The award was created by President John Hitt
this year to recognize a faculty member who has
had a major impact on the university, while excelling in teaching, research and service.
Currently, Dziuban assists faculty and does
research on effective teaching. He is also on the

board of the Tangelo Park Program [TPP], funded
by hotelier Harris Rosen to benefit the disadvantaged. Through TPP, any student graduated from
Dr. Phillips High School will have their housing
paid for if they attend a Florida community college,
a school in the State University System, or any
trade school. Children in Tangelo Park also receive
free daycare. "This is a project I am very proud of.
Our job is to decide where the money should go;
the key is helping the entire community," says
Dziuban.
After Dziuban received his Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin, he came to UCF, the only
place he has worked. "When I first arrived at FTU
[Florida Technological University] 30 years ago, I
liked how small the university was. Now, UCF is a
major metropolitan university, and I love being a
part of this. Now that I am approaching the end of
my time here, it is a wonderful culmination [to my
career] to see that I mean as much to UCF, as UCF
means to me."
Sandra Robinson, dean for The College of

Education, is pleased by Dziuban's recognition.
"He is one of those rare faculty members who is
internationally known and respected, but has
always put UCF first. He has always been willing to
do anything for UCF. He's made a commitment to
UCF. With his great reputation, he has had opportunities to do more work internationally; however, he
has always done what benefits UCF most because
of his long-standing dedication to the university
and the community."
The UCF Foundation established a $5,000
honorarium from private funds for the Pegasus
Professor Award winner. "It's not a popularity
contest," says Beth Barnes, executive assistant to
the president. "Although the award will be an
annual one, a winner may not be selected every
year if none of the nominees are deemed worthy to
receive it. It's not how many nominations a person
receives, but based on their accomplishments."
Dziuban hasn't had time to think about how he
will use the funds.
—Paul Wilson

The great potato race inspires
freshmen design-class engineers
Left, a student readies his
potato for launching with it
strapped to a rocket inside
his launching pad — a
bucket.

>

Right, the bucket-launch is
successful with the potato
appearing to sizzle as it
crosses the swimming pool.

UCF engineering student
Scott Lain retrieves his
"potato jet" at the finish line.

H

undreds of engineering students raced
their potatoes across the 75 feet of
UCF's swimming pool last week
during the freshmen design competition.
Students devised catapults, submarines, waterpowered or electrical rockets and all sorts of
devices to safely transport their potatoes which
were bombarded by students' water guns.
Faculty who attended were asked to select the
most creative design. The 110 teams gave the
campus community and those from the community a chance to see and recruit some very
talented young engineers, said Ron Eaglin,
director for Engineering FEEDS of the College
of Engineering.

UCF student Steve Frey
gets ready to let it fire with
his slingshot.

Photos by Jacque Brund
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CHANCELLOR, continued from page 1
powers of university presidents.
"These proposals will dictate dramatic changes
in Florida's higher education landscape. Significantly, the rationale for such a major restnicturing
of the SUS has not been explained.
"If there are major problems, they have not
been identified. Neither have the affected entities
been asked by the Legislature to identify or assess
potential negative consequences of the proposed
legislation.
"The capacity of the existing SUS structure to
address the state's rapidly evolving higher educational needs has not been discussed, evaluated or
challenged.

%

*

«
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"No public discussion has been held or research conducted to assess the impact of the
proposed changes on: university operations; publicprivate partnerships; school readiness and K-12
initiatives; inter-institutional partnerships;,academic program duplication and proliferation;
mission creep or regional economic development
initiatives.
"While an individual may decide that change
for the sake of change is desirable in his/her own
life, a much higher standard must be applied to
significant public policy decisions such as educational governance. My hope is that before making
such significant changes our elected leadership will
assess whether there really is a crisis that warrants
such significant changes in the absence of the
normal deliberations that accompany subjects of
this magnitude.
"Does the performance of our State University
System during the past decade demand these
dramatic changes without such thoughtful, open

and analytically based discussion? I believe that
such a comprehensive review would indicate that a
bulldozer is not needed for work merely requiring a
screwdriver.
"During the past decade, the SUS has begun to
emerge as one of the best in the nation. The system
has:
• Increased by 43 percent the number of baccalaureate degrees granted from 24,155 in 1989 to 34,529
in 1998-99.
• Increased externally funded research by 120
percent from $334.8 million to $749.5 million.
• Met the growing regional needs of southwest
Horida by constructing Florida Gulf Coast University in Fort Myers.
• Coordinated efforts to create a comprehensive
early childhood-university educational system that
will provide a high-quality education to every child
in every community in this state.
• Formed partnerships within the system to expand
academic program offerings throughout the state.
• Created a mission classification plan that allows
institutions to focus on very clear goals.
• Increased private /public partnerships in economic development, most notably along the 1-4
High Technology Corridor, where thousands of jobs
were created and billions of dollars were privately
invested. Similar corridors are under development
along the 1-95 and 1-10 corridors, and regional
alliances are being proposed through the state.
"As a result of these and many other accomplishments, the SUS is now regarded as being
among the best in the nation and the strongest
component of Florida's public educational delivery
system. The existing SUS governance structure has
provided the framework for these accomplishments.
"The higher education component of the
governance plan is a very high stakes issue for
Florida's children, citizens and businesses. This
issue demands a more thoughtful analysis. It would
be strengthened from broader public consideration
and a candid public discussion of the problems
authors of the legislation seek to fix. The potential
cost of not pursuing this strategy is the weakening
of one of Florida's strongest assets — its universities. Without thorough consideration, that is the
clear path down which we are moving. We must
not destroy a vital engine that is currently one of
Florida's strongest, most significant assets.
"Members of the Board of Regents and I
welcome the opportunity to participate in discussions with the governor and members of the
Legislature on this very important topic which will
define some of the key parameters for Florida's
long-term economic growth and potential for the
development of the intellectual capital on which a
great state must depend."
— Keith Goldschmidt,
director for Public Information, State University System

Welcome
Barbara Cadieu, administrative services coordinator, Sponsored Research; Brenna Droege, senior art
production publication specialist, College of Health
and Public Affairs.

Kudos
Barbara Day, president, Kappa Delta Pi, has been
selected as one of the five most significant contributors to the well being of Kappa Delta Pi, the international honor society in education. The selection was
done as part of the 75th anniversary celebration of
the Association of College Honor Societies, which
asked each of the 65 member honor societies to select its most significant contributors. The award was
announced Feb. 17 in Orlando, during the annual
meeting of ACHS. Other outstanding contributor
selectees include former international president
Frank Marsh and Marcella Kysilka, Educational
Foundations, College of Education. Both Marsh and
Kysilka have continued to serve the society. Both
serve as academic editors for the Kappa Delta Pi
Record and the Educational Forum, respectively.
Robert Franceschini, Institute of Simulation and
Training, has been selected to lead the Distributed
Simulation Group at 1ST. Franceschini holds a joint
faculty appointment with 1ST and the School of Electrical Engineering and Computing.
John Jacobs, Institute of Simulation and Training,
was named IST's Researcher of the Year. Jacobs conducts applied research-investigating issues in simulation training and automated performance evaluation. He most recently led a team of 1ST researchers
in developing an Advanced Distributed Learning
prototype for the Florida Department of Education.
Jillana Enteen, assistant English professor, presented
"Don't worry about Language Skills: English as a
Second Language on the Internet" and '"Ahem! We
are Not Horny Thai Girls!' Resisting the Thai Girl
Image on the Internet" at the Modern Language Association Convention in Chicago.
Madelyn Flammia, associate English professor, was
a judge at the Asian American Association Essay
Contest in December.
David Gillette, assistant English professor, published "Web Design for International Audiences" in
Intercom and "When Media Collide" in Weaving a
Virtual Web: Practical Approaches to New Information
Technologies. He also presented "Defining, Shaping
and Working in Emergent Information Environments: Adapting technical communication programs
to a new definition of texts, technology and usability" at the Council for Programs in Technical and
Scientific Communication Conference in Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

BIOTECHNOLOGY, continued from page 1 -
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The community of business, health and education leaders learned firsthand about UCF's quest for
answers under the microscope and with partners in
the field, at the President's Excellence Breakfast:
Focus on Biomolecular Research and Technology, at
Church Street Station. The April 7 timing couldn't
have been better, just one day after a private
company involved in the international effort to map
the human genetic blueprint announced completion
of the decoding of all the DNA pieces that make up
the genetic pattern of a human. This is a research
milestone.
"Finishing the Human Genome Project [in the
future] will lead to mapping all the genetic elements in the body. Ultimately ... [with this knowledge] we will live longer," says Saleh Naser,
assistant molecular biology professor.
Both long-term and relatively new faculty are
caught u p in such genetic research and will continue to make significant contributions to health,
industry and education.
"We've had some results right now, right here
at UCF," says M.J. Soileau, vice president for
Research. "[We've] made gains that have made
those in the biotechnology field take notice."
"As the region's economy changes, we change
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with it," says President John Hitt. The tremendous
impact of biotechnology has been recognized, and
UCF is establishing world-class research facilities
and faculty, along with a doctoral program in
biomolecular sciences, which will attract outstanding students and major biotech firms with highvalue jobs to central Horida. To this end, UCF's
Center for Discovery of Drugs and Diagnostics has
developed as the place for engineers, computer and
forensic scientists and simulators to interface with
biological researchers.
UCF molecular geneticist Henry Daniell is
building better plants, using genes that are naturally in them. He finds tobacco an ideal medium in
which to produce msulin and vaccines as it is the
plant with the greatest potential for molecular
manipulation. He has transformed tobacco into a
protein-based biodegradable plastic, which can be a
replacement for human tissue.
Daniell observes that combating genetic
illiteracy is a significant aspect of biomolecular
science. "It is important [for the public] to know the
consequences of all of this ... Biotechnology impacts
almost every aspect of life," he says.
— Susan Loden

Pamela Hammons, assistant English professor, presented "Katherine Austen's Lyrical Rejection of Labor" at the Group for Early Modern Cultural Studies Conference in Coral Gables. She also served on
the provost scholarship committee.
Judith Hemschemeyer, associate English professor,
was asked to serve on the search committee for the
chair of the Department of Philosophy.

Registration for the
UCF Walk Team for
the March of Dimes
"WalkAmerica"
will be held at 7 a.m.
before the 8 a.m. event on April
29 at Lake Lily in Maitland.
Each team member must raise a
minimum of $25.
For information, call 317-7725.
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CALENDAR
Library exhibit features
Holocaust photographs
The Library is hosting a special exhibit of photographs and
testimony, "The Holocaust and the Liberators," featuring
photographs taken by American soldiers who liberated World
War II concentration camps and the comments of the photographers. The exhibit will run through April 30, and can be
viewed during regular Library hours: Monday through Thursday, 7:45 a.m.-1 a.m.; Friday, 7:45 a.m.-7 p.m.; Saturday, 9
a.m.-7 p.m.; Sunday, noon-1 a.m. For information, call Judaic
Studies at 823-5129.

Testing and Evaluating
Strategies That
Don't Drain You

Art (Library Exhibits through
April): 'The Holocaust: the
Liberators" by Moshe Pelli;
"College of Education Publications" by Larry Hudson; "Les Bi
Gay Awareness Month" by Roy
Perez; "Excellence in Computer
Science" by Charles Hughes;
"Y2K is Y2Q" by Terri Langford;
"Making a Difference through
Social Work" by Mary Van Hook.

15
WUCF-FM 89.9: Siegfried,
Wagner, 12:30 p.m.

18

Wednesday, April 19, Student Union
Charlotte Harbor, room 313
Is there more to testing than multiple choice exams?
Discover how you can evaluate knowledge acquisition as well
as students' abilities to use new information in a variety of
formats. This round-table discussion will explore ways in which
you can use peer evaluation and self-critiques to supplement
traditional testing. Enrollment is limited. For registration and
information, call the Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning
at 823-3544 or e-mail to fctl@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu to reserve a
seat. The event is co-sponsored by the Faculty Senate and
The United Faculty of Florida as part of the Teaching Large
Class Roundtable Series.

Event: John T. Washington
Award and Scholarship Luncheon, presented by the Office of
African American Studies,
Student Union Cape Florida
Ballroom, noon-2 p.m. $35/
individual, $300/corporate table.
823-0026.
Sports: Baseball vs. South
Florida. 823-1000

19
Teaching Large Classes
Roundtable Series, co-sponsored by the Faculty Senate and
The United Faculty of Florida:
'Testing and Evaluation Strategies That Don't Drain You," 34:30 p.m., Student Union
Charlotte Harbor room 313. 8233544 or e-mail
fctl @ pegasus.cc.ucf.edu.

Stargazing: Robinson Observatory, public viewing, 7:30 p.m.
823-2805
Music: Symphony Under the
Stars, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Reflection
Pond. Rain date: 4/20 at 7:30
p.m. 823-6471.

20
Meeting: Staff Council, 9:30
a.m., Student Union Garden Key
room.
Art: Annual BFA2000 exhibition,
10 a.m. Visual Arts Building Art
Gallery, 823-5629.
Meeting: Faculty Senate
Meeting, 4 p.m., Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom 316

22
WUCF-FM 89.9:
Gotterdammerung, Wagner,
noon

26
Lecture: National Teleconference on Grieving, "Living with
Grief: Children, Adolescents,
and Loss," sponsored by the
Sociology and Anthropology
Department, 1-4 p.m. 823-6238
or kbaird@mail.ucf.edu.

27
Meeting: Steering Committee
Meeting, 4 p.m., Phillips Hall
room 206.

CLASSIFIED
For Sale
Girls bike, 24", $15, fiberglass; canoe w/paddle,
$300. Susie, 823-5085.
Home, Palm Valley, 3 miles north of UCF. 55+
community, swimming pool, clubhouse, 2 bd., 2
ba., 1,144 sq. ft., move in condition. Smoke free,
pet free. $32,000. 407-366-0314.
Home, manufactured, beautiful 3/2 on 1/4 acre
landscaped lot with wooded backyard in Tuscawilla
Trails, Winter Springs. Located in the five-star rated
school district of Tuscawilla. Lots of trees and
privacy. Great place for family or singles. Huge
pool at Clubhouse with plenty of amenities. Asking
$47,000. Call Robin at 407-327-7636.

New hotline
for information
A call processing tree allows callers to
get directions to the campus from
various points, and get phone numbers
for branch campus and local hotels.
For on- and off-campus users
or to transfer callers to the line,
call 407-882-0909.

•

Home, Oviedo. 3 bd., 2 ba., 1500 sq. ft., newly
landscaped, vaulted ceilings, river rocked screened
porch, fenced backyard, two car garage, central AC,
fireplace, washer and dryer hook-ups. Appliances,
window treatments, ceiling fans and garage door
opener included. $108,000. Call 407-977-2733 for
more information or to schedule a walk-through.

Washing machine, white Westinghouse, heavy
duty, 3-speed. Separate wash/rinse temperature
settings; spin cycle needs adjustment. $60 obo.
823-5344.

Honda Civic EX, 1998, 4-door, 5-speed, excellent
condition, low miles (25,600) and loaded with
extras. Power everything, new Alpine stereo CD,
sunroof, tinted windows, AC, all service done at
Honda dealer, one owner. Must see to appreciate.
Asking $15,895. Call 407-381-9493.

New home for sweet kitty (Mattie) found abandoned. Spayed/decL/litter trained. Needs love and
attention. Must go to animal lover. Serious longterm inquires only. Dee, 823-6506 or evenings
407-677-4391.

Mercedes Benz 190E, 1993, champagne gold,
power everything. Sunroof, CD player, tinted
windows. 82K miles. $14,000 obo.
Call 407-249-9529.

wanted

Classified ads can be faxed to 823-3403, mailed
or delivered to University Marketing, Administration Building, room 338 or e-mailed to:
jgriggs@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu. They must be
received by deadline on the bottom of page 1.

Ballot to Spotlight Employee of the Month
I nominate: (name),
(campus address).
to be UCF Employee of the Month. (Nominee must have been a USPS employee at least two years.)
Any employee, including faculty and A&P, may nominate a candidate on the basis of job performance,
dependability, attitude, etc.
A name submitted remains in the pool of eligible candidates for one year.
Signed:(name)
(campus address,
phone)
return to Human Resources,
University Tech Center, 12565 Research Parkway, Suite 360, Research Park,
EOM. USPS Council
Web: http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~uspstaf/
(Mark envelope "confidential")

